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Northern Lights Tours
The Aurora Borealis
Been dreaming to see the Northern Lights in breathtaking surroundings? The Northern Lights have fascinated
travellers to Iceland and locals alike. Experience nature’s highlights in its winter costume during the day and
dancing Northern Lights at night.
We offer various Northern Lights holiday packages and tailor made tours for special occasions. Come to Iceland
this winter and be inspired!
For a larger selection of our holidays please visit www.icelandprotravel.co.uk

NORTHERN LIGHTS MIDWEEK CITY BREAK
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
Great deal when travelling during the week. Based
in the capital with optional day tours to see Iceland’s
natural highlights and hunt for the Northern Lights
at night.

NORTHERN LIGHTS AND SPA
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
Combine your Northern Lights hunt with a relaxing
spa experience in the unique Blue lagoon and
Fontana geothermal spas.

ULTIMATE GOLDEN CIRCLE AND NORTHERN LIGHTS
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
Visit Iceland this winter and go on the Ultimate
Golden Circle tour followed by floating in the Secret
Lagoon and a Northern Lights hunt!

LUXURY NORTHERN LIGHTS SHORT BREAK
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS
Experience the magical Northern Lights at a luxury
countryside hotel. Take part in optional activities or
just relax in the outdoor tub and enjoy nature at its
very best.

Northern Lights Escorted Tours
NORTHERN LIGHTS IN STYLE
6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS
Exclusive escorted bus tour, experience unspoiled
nature, geological wonders, cultural and culinary
treats and a variety of soft adventures during the
day and hunt for the Northern Lights at night. First
class hotels, travel in a tour bus offering two seats
per person with max. 14 persons per departure.

AURORA CHASER ICELAND
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
Chase the Northern Lights on foot, by boat, by coach
and by snowmobile! Winter fun activities include a
glacier hike, bathing in the Blue Lagoon, walking in a
lava field, entering Iceland’s longest ice cave, a
snowmobile tour at night and northern lights
expeditions with torches. Simply an amazing small
group program to explore Iceland during the winter.

AURORA VOLCANOES AND GLACIER LAGOON
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
All the highlights in 5 days. En route you see
cascading waterfalls, smoking geysers, colourful
volcano craters, a spectacular ice lagoon with floating
icebergs and black lava beaches, all set against a
backdrop of glistering glaciers and restless geology.

NORTHERN LIGHTS AND ICE CAVING TREKKING TOUR
6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS
On board 4x4 jeep with local guide you will embark on
an unique journey into the wilderness and go back home
with a whole backpack of incredible memories of hunting
for the most impressive natural phenomenon of Aurora
Borealis, hiking on Solheimajokull glacier, trekking in
Thorsmork valley, Laugavegur trek and Fimmvorduhals
area of the last Eyjafjalljokull volcano eruption in 2010.

NORTHERN LIGHTS EXPLORATION
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
This best seller tour is designed to include a lot of
Iceland and aim to maximize the chances of seeing
the elusive Northern Lights. The program includes
special six nights Northern Lights Academy with 6
evenings of presentation and guided tours at spots
that are likely to offer a glimpse of the Aurora
Borealis.

NORTHERN LIGHTS AND WHALES CRUISE
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS
This unique itinerary begins with a 3-day-cruise on board
our find soft expedition vessel the Ocean Diamond, sailing
along the West Coast and North Shore with distinctive
shore excursions and lectures by local experts, followed
by a motor-coach trek through the Central Highlands
back to our final destination of Reykjavik.

Day Tours
Iceland ProTravel offer a great variety of fun and exciting activities and day tours with licensed suppliers and
specialist service providers. All the tours are operated by specialist guides who are highly trained professionals
and speak good English. For a larger selection of our daytours please visit icelandprotravel.co.uk
ICE TUNNELS AND CAVES INSIDE
LANGJOKULL GLACIER!
This tour puts the Ice in Iceland. It enables you to
explore: around, on and within the giant, 953sq/km
glacier. You will also visit to Deildartunguhver, a hot
geo-thermal spring, Hraunfossar waterfall,
Kaldidalur a highland track and national park
pingvellir, to give you a truly memorable day.
INSIDE THE VOLCANO
This unique volcano tour, takes you literally inside a
dormant volcano, through the top crater and to the
bottom of its magma chamber, once filled with
steaming hot lava.
DOGSLEDDING
During this experience you will be guided by a
Musher who will drive your sled dog team. You will
get to meet the pack and your musher will provide
you with information about the dogs and share his
passion of dog sledding. Half way during the tour
you will have a break to take pictures with the dogs
and offer them a good belly-rub.

HORSE RIDING TOUR THROUGH VARIOUS SCENERY
We ride on excellent riding trails along the slopes of
Reykjafjall mountain and through a green forest. We
pass by hot springs in the colourful geothermal area
Gufudalur valley and continue along the volcanic
hills above the village of Hveragerði.
DOLPHIN AND WHALE WATCHING
Whale watching in Iceland is a unique experience
and the Icelandic Dolphin and Whale spotting boat
trips are famous all over the world for their
adventures and excitement. You can go whale
watching all around Iceland.
LAVA CAVING
Much of Iceland is covered by huge lava fields as a
consequence of numerous volcanic eruptions
through the years. The lava tube caves that you will
visit are formed when liquid lava flowed in high
volume beneath a hardening surface. Explore the
underworld of Iceland and see what a volcano
eruption can create.

Incentives and Conferences
Looking to impress and be impressed?
Then Iceland is the answer!
Raw and untouched, make your visit a spectacular and a unique experience. Iceland, a land of contrasts, wide
open-space, clean air, silence and peace, yet providing the sophistication of fine hotels and dining. Visiting
Iceland will offer you “once-in-a-lifetime” experience; with its geysers, glacier and hot springs.
Fancy a glacier hike and snow scooters, driving on top of volcanoes where one can cook food on the hot lava,
enjoy delicious seafood on a glacier. Perhaps an adrenaline filled self drive in 4WD Super Jeeps is the right
thing for you or a stunning helicopter flight up-on and above glaciers and volcanoes. This is just to name a
few, Iceland has many more treasures and mystical tales to explore. Not to forget a relaxing and rejuvinating
visit to spas and Iceland‘s unique natural pools. Reykjavik has great hotels, a state of the art conference hall,
music, theatres and an opera house. With its culture, fine dining and nightlife, Reykjavik is the perfect place
for meetings and conferences.
For more ideas and tailor-made itineraries please contact us on
memo@icelandprotravel.co.uk or call us on 0845 6066686
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Your Holiday with Iceland ProTravel
Whether you are an individual looking for a guided tour, a self drive holiday, dreaming of a beautiful wedding
by a magnificent waterfall or maybe a company looking for a corporate event or an incentive scheme. We have
a great selection of holidays that can be tailor made to suit your needs, interests and budget.
With over 20 years of experience in Icelandic tourism, our dedicated staff will provide you with the very best
possible advice and make all the necessary arrangements for your ideal holiday.
We have experienced staff in the UK, Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Iceland who have
the dedication to provide the service you need.
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Family and Icelandic Spa Holidays
Family Holidays
Iceland is the ideal destination for your family holiday any time of
year and provides fun, adventure and education for everyone. Iceland
offers a great variety of adventurous excursions such as; whale
watching, horse-riding, mountain biking, glacier and volcano tours
and much more. There are many ways to explore the island such as;
guided tours, self-drives or city stays with day tours. Bring the family
to Iceland this year and bathe in geothermal pools, see the spouting
hot springs and walk behind a waterfall while enjoying family time
and learning about the natural wonders of Iceland.

Icelandic Spa Holidays
Winter or summer you can always enjoy Iceland’s breathtaking nature
and relax in unique spas in spectacular surroundings. The famous Blue
Lagoon, Fontana geothermal spa and the various natural hot pools in
the wilderness all make for a very distinctive and exciting experience.
In the winter you can combine your holiday with a Northern Lights
hunt and in summer see the magnificent midnight sun. Enjoy a
relaxed spa break in Iceland with many optional excursions to make
it a truly memorable experience.
Request your personalised itinerary!
Contact us: memo@icelandprotravel.co.uk or call 0845 6066686

Self Drive Tours
Take the opportunity to explore Iceland at your own pace, enjoying the freedom of the open road. We carefully
plan the itinerary with you, provide maps, information and arrange all the accommodation along the way. For
a larger selection of Self Drive holidays visit our website at www.icelandprotravel.co.uk
SECRETS OF ICELAND
13 DAYS / 12 NIGHTS
A longer road trip to explore the major highlights,
National Parks and finest coastal scenery, on a trip
around the entire coastline. Grab this chance to
experience the best of Iceland’s unique landscape.
HIGHLAND ADVENTURE
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS
The ultimate 4WD adventure, penetrating deep into
Iceland’s uninhabited highlands. Journey between
ice caps, traverse lava beds and black sand deserts.
These are just some of our highlights!
COMFORTABLE ROAD TRIP
15 DAYS / 14 NIGHTS
Travel around Iceland at your own pace, staying
more than one night in each place. Discover all the
hidden gems the spectacular Icelandic nature has to
offer this summer!

NORTHERN LIGHTS OR MIDNIGHT SUN ALONG
THE SOUTH COAST - 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
Discover the wonderful saga of Iceland and see the
beautiful surroundings of the Icelandic South Coast.
Daily departures throughout the year!
ALONG THE RING ROAD
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
Our Best-Selling Self Drive Tour! Travel past Iceland’s
greatest views and key sights on and around the
famous Route No.1 and meet the locals during your
stay in the countryside!
COTTAGES IN ICELAND
We offer great variety of holiday cottages around
Iceland. Most are rented on weekly basis year round.
Call us for more information.

For a variety of Camper and Motorhome rental please contact us for details.

Escorted Summer Tours
ACROSS THE WILDERNESS
11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS
Travelling along a mountain track in a mountain
truck allows us to combine classic routes with the
uninhabited highlands. This tour truly showcases the
variegated and contrasting Icelandic nature.

MOUNTAINS AND FJORDS
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
Experience Iceland‘s remote Westfjords that offers
the most unusual and untouched nature imaginable.
Red sands, stunning fjords, Latrabjarg bird cliff,
remote villages and great wildlife.

TREKKING LAUGAVEGUR
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS
The most well-known trek in Iceland is the famous
trail Laugavegur starting from Landmannalaugar
mountains to the valley of God Thor. Guided hike
with luggage transportation.

VOLCANOES AND GLACIERS
6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS
Icebergs, hot springs and volcanoes are plentiful in
Iceland. Join this popular tour and discover the
magic of these wonders and the magnificent natural
landscape that surrounds them. Travel off the beaten
tracks!

ICELAND COMPLETE - ROUNDTRIP
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS
This comprehensive tour highlights the natural
wonders, majestic landscapes and the unique
character of Iceland. Discover the island next to the
Arctic Circle!

FIRE & ICE - ICELAND AND GREENLAND
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS
Combine travel to Iceland and Greenland. Experience
These two exotic artic islands in the north, although
very close in distance, their unique landscapes and
cultures differ greatly.

FOR A LARGER SELECTION OF OUR HOLIDAYS PLEASE VISIT www.icelandprotravel.co.uk

Reykjavik City Breaks
City Breaks to Reykjavik offer an insight into the unique culture and history of Iceland. A number of intriguing
museums, galleries and sculptures show its strong sense of cultural identity. In 2011 Reykjavik became part of
UNESCO’s Creative Cities network. Nature is literally on your doorsteps and the energising experience of a day
spent outdoors is not easily matched.
The Capital has many outdoor geothermally swimming pools open year round, an experience not to be missed!
You will be spoiled for choice when shopping in the city whether you are after unique Icelandic design, designer
brands or quality souvenirs. With its fantastic choice of restaurants, ranging from traditional hot dog stands
to fine dining using fresh local ingredients, everyone finds something to their likings. Annually Reykjavik hosts
various festivals and events that attract international crowd. To name a few; the winter Lights Festival, Food
& Fun , Reykjavik Marathon and the Iceland Airwaves music festival. Being in the land of the midnight sun as
well as the Northern Lights, a city break to Reykjavik is a great choice year round!
There is no minimun stay for our city breaks. For selection of packages please visit our website:
www.icelandprotravel.co.uk
EXPERIENCE ICELAND
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
Experience the highlights of Reykjavik and the
nature: Geysir, Blue Lagoon and waterfalls are
included in this holiday package! Offer valid yearround!
MIDNIGHT SUN IN REYKJAVIK
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
Experience the midnight sun in Iceland with this
great offer to Reykjavik! Valid May and June, when
the midnight sun is the brightest, based on
availability.

NATURE AND SPA
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
Escape to Iceland for a spa break! Visit the world famous
Blue Lagoon, the Golden Circle and Fontana Geothermal
baths at Laugarvatn and the sights of Reykjavik, the
world’s northern most capital! Stay at Hotel Saga or Hotel
Natura both with access to a lovely spa.
ACTIVE IN ICELAND
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
This tour gives you the opportunity to explore the fascinating
nature on an outdoor activity such as snowmobiling, horse
riding or snorkelling.
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